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New Members

We are very happy to welcome our newest member schools:

Marian University
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Saint Joseph’s College of Maine

“No Such Thing as a Trivial Conversation”
By Karen Eifler, University of Portland, Chair of the Collegium Board
Like hundreds of Faculty and Graduate Fellows before them,
participants in the 2009 colloquy at St. John’s wanted to linger
in Collegeville, Minnesota, savoring new friendships and the
opportunity to spend relatively unmeasured time discussing ideas
that matter… or just being. They were in good company, part
of a long tradition: Peter, James and John loved their time on the
mountaintop with Jesus, away from quotidian demands, and suggested that they build a tent and just stay there.

common threads on campuses that have such groups underway
are to start with an article of general interest (so people from all
disciplines can find something on which to gnaw) and post that
as an electronic reserve at least a couple of weeks in advance of
the scheduled meeting. Commonweal, The National Review, The
Atlantic and chapters from our own As Leaven book are good
places to start. Get your Provost or Mission officer to kick in a bit
of money for wine and cheese. While there is no single time that
works for everyone on our over-extended campuses, Thursday
and Friday late afternoons tend to be good draws.

As people were starting to make noises about keeping the Collegium spirit going, I posted a blank sheet in our common gathering space and invited participants to jot down resources, tricks
and insights they had stumbled upon during the week. I was
spurred to this by the bemused comment of someone I chatted
up during a coffee break who observed “the thing about Collegium, I am discovering, is that there is no such thing as a trivial
conversation!” To which I say amen, and again amen. Of course
each major address was bursting with enough ideas to unpack
for hours. Luckily, those are archived on DVDs. This article is an
attempt to capture some of the lovely, hefty or amusing moments
that people came across in late hours at the pub, or walking along
the lake or being welcomed at any table in the cafeteria—things
they thought at the time they would never forget, and should
even share back at their places. Then stuff happened when we did
get back home. Lots of stuff.





Here then, before we forget, are some Nifty Ideas From Collegium
2009. Most are free or of negligible cost, making them appealing to the black-belt tightwads among us. I present them here
organized, but relatively unedited otherwise from their original
postings:








Those of us in smaller schools are in the enviable position of
actually being able to know nearly all of our colleagues on
campus by name, not just by sight. We should consider taking
advantage of those incredible human resources and expertises
on our campuses that could help us solve common challenges faced by faculty. For instance, Business faculty could be
tapped for advice on putting together comprehensible budgets
required in most grant proposals. They also have much to
contribute to conversations about working out thorny organizational issues in departments. Or if you have a pedagogical stumper, consider seeking out a faculty member in your
Education department. Many times those whose business it
is to crack the mysteries of teaching and learning sit like the
lonely Maytag repairman in their offices while their colleagues
in other departments struggle with how to engage students,
wade through assessment quagmires or create meaningful
learning experiences. Engage the experts on your own campus.

When the new Fellow from your campus is selected this spring,
have Collegium alums connect with that person to send them
off—perhaps even organize a casual sending forth celebration, so
they understand they are embarking on a special endeavor.
Individuals and clusters of interested faculty members on a campus might ponder the concept of a “signature pedagogy” within
Catholic higher education. What characteristics of classrooms,
labs and advising are natural parts of the makeup of Catholic universities? As shared understandings emerge, consider connecting
with those on your campus responsible for new faculty orientations—challenge them to move beyond the logistical questions
of schedules and benefits ordinarily covered in those meetings
to inculcating a vision of teaching that capitalizes on our smaller
size and ability to develop and sustain robust relationships with
those we can genuinely know by name.
Resources specifically cited by participants that they wanted to
make sure everyone got to enjoy even if they weren’t part of the
original conversation that yielded these gems are: the poem by
Edith Stein that Meg Fox Kelly used to organize the retreat on
Balancing Family and Work Life: here ‘tis:
“What did not lie in my plans,
lay in God’s plans…
When night comes,
and retrospect shows that everything was patchwork
and much which one had planned is left undone,
when so many things rouse shame and regret,
then take all as it is,
lay it in God’s hands,
and offer it up to God.
In this way we will be able to rest in God,
actually to rest,
and to begin the new day like a new life.”





Dedicate a shelf in the entrance of the campus library where
new (or old and intriguing) faith-based materials from many
disciplines are showcased: books, journals, movies, CDs. This
would serve as a simple, straightforward and FREE witness to
the faith dimension of Collegium institutions.



Form reading groups on your campus comprised of Collegium
alums. Invite others too, and relish the experience, whether 5
or 25 show up. Strategies for developing faith and intellectual
life reading and discussion groups were showcased in the Fall
2008 and Spring 2009 Collegium newsletters. In general, the
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Website with inspirational thoughts and good news on social action: www.charityfocus.org
A wonderful (and short! was underlined on this note) book:
Vincent MacNamara’s (2004) New Life For Old: On Desire and
Becoming Human.
And finally, one participant wanted us to remember this insight
acquired during the week: “The important distinction isn’t between believers and nonbelievers, but between seekers and those
who claim to know for sure.”

It’s likely that for every comment posted on the board, there was a
handful of others that didn’t make it up there. May those set down
here serve as happy memories and catalysts back on our campuses
to keep us on the journey of “becoming beholders.”

Collaborate.Collegium

A Poem

A New Venue for Online Collaboration –
2009 Fellow Kate Combellick crafted this poem after her Colle-

Collegium alumni/ae often ask about means to keep in touch,
share ideas, and have access to resources afterwards. While we’ve
tried to facilitate that in a number of ways, including our website
and newsletter, a number of alums have pointed out that there
could be more we do in terms of social networking.

gium experience. The underlined portions are direct quotes from
plenary sessions and several of those intense, rich conversations
with individuals and groups that pepper the week for so many
participants. This poem is printed with her permission.
By piling up metaphors we try to say it
The night
after we all went our separate ways
I bought myself a tent
for the week I had to camp
Grace grasps us
It entails vulnerability
That night
I put all the trash from the car
under a few dry sticks on damp ground
Anything that gets you to notice grace
is a sacrament
and blew that breath of life you gave me
the laughter, the good thoughts
so often opposite my own,
all your personalities
There is nothing that is not a potential sacrament
and for once the spark took
brightly in the cold night
all of you somehow ignited my better self
you only live a life
by giving it away
it will burn forever
for a moment you can see

Having investigated a number of applications like facebook, we
decided to launch a “moodle” site. Moodle, similar to the Blackboard sites that some faculty use, allows for password protected
access and discussion strings. We plan to use it for the following:










Videos of the talks at prior summer colloquies;
Pdfs of current Collegium readings and other readings which
may be of interest but are not now used for readings;
Pictures from annual colloquies – We’ll put our official ones
up, and invite you to add your own candids to share;
Academic position postings that may be of interest to
Collegium alums;
Administrative position postings that may be of interest to
Collegium alums.

Moodle enables discussions that can take place in a virtual
setting, but without open access to the whole world. We have
created a number of possible discussion threads (teaching and
pedagogy; current topics in Catholic higher education; interfaith
issues on campus and in the world; faith and science; faith and
the arts; faith and humanities. We are open to adding more topics, and would be grateful for some alums who want to “shepherd” any of those threads.

Morning and the miracle still holds
I see a turtle motionless in the opposite lane
so stop the car and walk back.
The turtle is motionless.
God I will at least
remove its damaged body from the road.
I hope it is dead so it won’t suffer more.
Education is learning how to notice.
What is the dream of God?
Solidarity with the whole world.
The turtle actually looks fine
but it is motionless
Dead anyway I think
Then I reach out
AND IT COMES TO LIFE
It is cold from hibernation
a cold I know
in my warm hands I lift it
Its back still covered with mud
It was sunning on the warm asphalt.
It’s that simple:
out of our dangerous lethargy
we must rescue one another.

You could add your own threads – make this a place to ask for
shared syllabi, ideas for readings, etc. We’re interested in any
help that will allow us to learn how to develop this resource for
the benefit of all.
All Collegium alumni/ae and liaisons are eligible to join. Go to
the link at the Collegium.org site, or directly to https://collaborate.collegium.org

Planning for an academic conference
and interested in finding out who else
in your field or specialty might have
participated in Collegium?

Check out the search function at
http://www.collegium.org/alumni.html.
You’ll find some pretty interesting people there.

Kate Combellick, Fordham University
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Alumni/ae News
Troy Bassett (G’01) is Assistant Professor of English, Indiana University-Purdue University, Fort
Wayne, IN.

Maria LaMonica (G’02) is an Associate Professor
of English at Columbia College, Columbia, South
Carolina.

Christopher Beeley (G’02) teaches at the Yale
Divinity School and Berkeley Divinity School at Yale.
He is the Walter H. Gray Assistant Professor of Anglican Studies and Patristics of Saybrook College.

Kevin Lee (G’02) is a Professor of Law at the Norman Adrian Wiggins School of Law, Campbell University, Raleigh, NC. He also holds a Ph.D. in Social
and Political Ethics (2008) from the Divinity School,
University of Chicago.

John Berkman (F’94) joined the faculty at Regis
College of the University of Toronto in July, 2009 as
Associate Professor of Moral Theology. He is also
Director of the Lupina Center for Spirituality, Healthcare and Ethics.

William Mattison, III (G’02) is Assistant Professor of Moral Theology at The Catholic University of
America, Washington, DC.
Daniel J. Myers (F’06) was appointed Associate
Dean for Research, Graduate Studies, and Centers in
the College of Arts and Letters, University of Notre
Dame.

Nancy Mardas Billias (F’04, R’08) was recently
tenured at Saint Joseph College (CT), where she
teaches in the Philosophy Department.

Janet Preis (F’04) has been named 2009 Distinguished Teacher of the Year at Loyola University
Maryland.

Jason Casellas (G’04) is Assistant Professor of Government at the University of Texas and is currently
on leave for the academic year at the United States
Studies Centre in Sidney, Australia.
Carol Koch (F’09) published a short reflection on
Collegium for her colleagues at Rockhurst in their
newsletter, Dimensions.

Jaime Romo (F’02) is an independent consultant
for leadership development, teamwork development
and proactive professional development in churches,
schools and values driven organizations.

Sandra Sullivan-Dunbar (G’07) recently accepted
a tenure-track position in the Department of Theology at Loyola University Chicago, where she will be
teaching feminist and sexual ethics.

Gloria Schaab (G’02) is Assistant Professor of
Theology and Associate Dean for General Education, College of Arts and Sciences at Barry University,
Miami Shores, Florida.

Boston College Lynch School of Education Associate Professor Audrey Friedman (F’00) has been
named “Massachusetts Professor of the Year” by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and Council for Advancement and Support of
Education, in recognition of her commitment to
preparing the next generation of classroom teachers.

Wendy Weaver (G’02) has been appointed Assistant
Professor of English and Director of the Honors Program at Mount Mary College, Bayside, Wisconsin.
Daryold Winkler (F’04) works with The Canadian
Conference of Catholic Bishops as an advisor on
relations to the First Nations Truth and Reconconciliation Commission. Fr. Daryold, who is Ojibwa, was
interviewed in March 2009 by the Western Catholic
Reporter about struggles between native cultures and
the church. The article is titled “Sweetgrass Melds
with Church Tradition.”

Patrick Hayes (G’00) is Assistant Professor of Theology at Saint John’s College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Saint John’s University’s Staten Island Campus.
Fr. Robert Koopman, OSB (F’02, MU ’03, ’06) is
the President of Saint John’s University, MN.
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Call for submissions
for a special issue of

Faith & Economicson
the topic of
“Economics and Christian Reflections on Globalization”
1. What are the central economic consequences
of globalization that theologians should consider
as they offer their reflections? Papers here can
reflect on trade, migration, or flows of capital,
with reference to their consequences for growth,
changes in poverty and inequality, economic
institutions, and overall standard of living. Of
particular interest are papers that address published theological reflections from one or more
Christian traditions. Though it is not necessary
that a paper make a significant contribution to
the economics of globalization per se, a deep and
reflective knowledge of the relevant economics
literature is required.

Globalization is the process by which nations
and local communities become more economically and culturally integrated by relatively
unimpeded flows of people, capital, goods and
services, and ideas. As the world has become
increasingly integrated, the globe has come to
resemble a single large economy, with few barriers to economic and cultural flows across international boundaries. Globalization has been
praised as an engine of growth and development,
and has been criticized as a destroyer of local
culture and economy.
The world economy has become much more
integrated over the last several decades, so globalization is no longer a startling new development; there is an ongoing Christian reflection on
the topic. As far back as 1967, Pope Paul VI’s encyclical letter “On the Development of Peoples”
encouraged newly developing nations to reflect
carefully on the purpose of economic growth and
the place of the human person in the economy.
More recent reflections on the challenge of globalization include the Accra Confession of the
World Association of Reformed Churches, the
AGAPE process of the World Council of Churches, and forthcoming encyclical of Pope Benedict
XVI.

2. What are the challenges of theological reflections on globalization for economics? Do these
reflections open up new lines of inquiry for economics, or new ways of doing economics? What
can economists learn from the Christian traditions about how globalization affects persons and
communities? Possible questions could include,
but are not limited to, theological conditions for
right economic relationships, the relationship
between globalization and violence, ethnic and
national identity, well-being, and community
institutions. Papers that are in conversation with
published theological reflections, but which are
written for an audience of economists, are of
particular interest.

Faith & Economics will celebrate the publication of these recent church documents by publishing a set of essays on the economics of globalization and the Christian tradition. Although
we do not want to needlessly narrow the range of
approaches or topics of the essays, we are looking for contributions which bring the discipline
of economics into conversation with Christian
thinking on this question. The essays ought to
address one or both of the following questions:

The editorial board of Faith & Economics will
seek to commission a lead article reflecting on
recent church documents in light of recent economic research on globalization. Other submissions will be evaluated by means of standard
double-blind review. The deadline for submissions is January 31, 2010. Address all inquiries and electronic submissions (Word files) to
Andrew Yuengert, editor of Faith & Economics:
andrew.yuengert@pepperdine.edu.
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Cardinal Newman:
What Did He Stand for?
Many Collegium alumni/ae know that Cardinal Newman’s name is invoked by the Cardinal Newman Society,
a watchdog group that is unhappy about the state of
Catholic higher education.

A Word of Gratitude

Concerned that the invocation of Cardinal Newman’s
name the Cardinal Newman Society “may have led some
people to make incorrect inferences about what Cardinal
Newman himself said and did during his life,” Michael
Bauer, (F’04) sent along information that “The Society for
the Study of Cardinal Newman has dedicated its webpresence to providing information on some of Cardinal
Newman’s views regarding the nature of the university,
the role of conscience, the development of doctrine, etc.
While no web-site or society can do justice to the full
scope and complexity of Newman’s thought, perhaps an
internet ‘snapshot’ of some of Newman’s views might at
least help to begin educating the wider public about what
Newman actually said.”

Dick Yanikoski has announced his
retirement as President and Executive
Director of the Association of Catholic
Colleges and Universities, the parent
organization for Collegium. He served
on the Collegium Board for four years.
Dick plans to retire next summer to a
19th century home he is renovating
in Southern Illinois. Collegium has
many reasons to be grateful for Dick’s
leadership and energy.

The site is an excellent place to start learning more about
Newman’s complex and progressive thoughts on the
purpose of the university and on the development of doctrine. See more, including many illustrative quotes, at:
http://www.cardinalnewmansociety.net

Call for Manuscript Submissions to the
Journal of Catholic Higher Education
The newly designed Journal of Catholic Higher Education, a peer-reviewed journal sponsored
by the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities, is currently accepting article submissions. The current submission deadline is January 30, 2010
“We are always interested in articles based on original empirical research or articles grounded
in theory- and/or philosophy-based analysis. We welcome articles related to Catholic higher
education on such issues as Catholic identity, higher education policy changes, and social
justice. No worthy topic about Catholic higher education is beyond the scope of the journal.
Please visit our Website for journal submission guidelines and contact the editor with any
questions: mgs@accunet.org.”
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Book Reviews
ment to social justice and to feminism.” Maitland’s careful
elucidation of some of the many varieties of women’s religious experience can also make her among the most accessible of the four authors for an American audience. Crowe
also shows how she intertwines these interests with those of
modern science, while still retaining her essentially Catholic
world view. Crowe likens Maitland to Chesterton in her
insistence that her viewpoint is orthodox, especially in the
paradoxical embrace that leads to what the Catholic church
famously calls mystery, including a belief in angels, the devil
(“not the horns and the tail bit... but I do believe”) and the
religious and artistic power of “myth, fable, fantasy” (82).

Marion E. Crowe

Aiming at Heaven, Getting
the Earth: The English
Catholic Novel Today
Lexington Books, 2007, 362 pp.

Taking her title from the non-Catholic but decidedly religious C. S.
Lewis (“Aim at heaven and you will
get earth ‘thrown in’; aim at earth and
you will get neither,” Mere Christianity), Crowe points out that contrary
to popular claims, Christianity is not dying. However, unlike
in the mid-20th-century, it is now a challenge to make the
case for a specifically Catholic novel. In contrast to what she
calls the more “classic” Catholic novels of Greene, Mauriac,
Waugh and Bernanos, she identifies a more ecumenical and
inclusive post-Vatican II literary phenomenon. Her chosen
study “foster[s] appreciation” of the Catholic novel and literary heritage; she argues for distinctive achievements arising
because of, rather than in spite of or in benign concert with,
her respective authors’ Catholic faith. Crowe writes for an
American rather than an English reader, one who might not
yet know the works of Alice Thomas Ellis, David Lodge, Sara
Maitland, and Piers Paul Read.

The background of Piers Paul Read (1941-) could be considered cradle Catholic, although only parent believed. He
became famous for a nonfiction account of a plane crash in
the Andes (Alive, 1974), but he also produced much prose
that critics have found both hyper-realistic and “disturbing” (84). Crowe notes that his plots “include the material
of popular fiction – espionage, sexual promiscuity, marital
infidelity . . . and even infanticide and Satanic rituals – but
with the refusal to place them in an amoral universe” (85),
and she distinguishes him as unique among both his peers
and his predecessors. She sees his imagination as “more dialectical than anagogical,” the point of which is the outcome
of the battle for the human soul, and he sees Catholicism as
“clear and definitive” without being “provincial” (86). The
height of Read’s drama, she says, is “moral choice, and . . .
conscience is the ultimate theater” (87).

Alice Thomas Ellis (1932-2005), the pseudonym for Anna
Haycraft, opens the study. Ellis’s engaging and astonishingly
visual prose has been described by author/critics such as Peter
Ackroyd as having the distinguishing quality of wit (73), and
it is of such generously intelligent dry humor and keen-eyed
observation that is almost embarrassingly accurate. It is witty,
satiric, tight, elegant – qualities Crowe notes are reminiscent
of both Spark and Waugh. Ellis’s aesthetic can be seen as
lovingly pre-Vatican II, in contrast to what Crowe sees as an
almost Lutheran spareness of more modern parish culture and
aesthetics. Ellis’s Catholicism is attractive because of its “complex theology and stringent moral demands” (75) as expressed
in its more ornate incarnations that celebrate the absolutes of
good and evil.

Crowe traces a history and theory of the Catholic
novel, but she glosses so lightly over the centuries that it
might have made sense to refer readers to a solid history
of the Catholic novel rather than trying to do it justice in
her quick spin through our complicated past. She also
encounters some of the same challenges that have vexed
other critics, attempting to link disparate works because
they are Catholic, rather than seeing a consistently Catholic thread among them (sometimes she notes it simply
isn’t there, or else it won’t behave in a manner conducive
to a coherent historical argument), meaning her smart,
engaging book can at times lapse into a catalogue. Crowe
gains more potent and vigorous ground when she attempts to define the Catholic novel in a way that reveals
the utter impossibility of the task.

As a cradle Catholic, David Lodge (1932-) has a literary aesthetic he calls “de-mythologized” and “in many ways agnostic”
(76), wherein he tends to turn lapsed Catholic characters loose
in a more devout milieu. Unlike Greene or Waugh, these are
no “dissolute aristocrats,” but more “ordinary” characters (77).
He focuses on issues such as birth control (how far will a
Catholic couple go to avoid pregnancy? – The British Museum
is Falling Down 1965), and a Catholic resisting a sheltered upbringing (Out of the Shelter, 1970). As a young man he was
thrilled to learn through his reading of Greene and Waugh that
“being a Catholic need not entail a life of dull, petty-bourgeois
respectability,” and yet according to Crowe, Lodge’s own novels are accurate, issue-focused, and “anything but exotic” (78).

In this sense, her interesting analysis survives the obvious pitfalls of such a study by embracing them, i.e. not all
Catholics write Catholic novels, not all novels featuring
Catholicism are by Catholics, and Catholicism as a theme
or a “sociological background” is not really relevant to the
discussion at hand (23). Instead, she considers works of
“substantial literary merit” that use Catholicism, in the
words of Albert Sonnenfeld, as the “informing mythopoetic
structure or generative symbolic system,” but without falling
into Sonnenfeld’s trap of “making salvation or damnation the
decisive issue.” She excludes the abundant books that portray Catholicism in a negative light, although she admires
many of them, instead preferring to consider “those that
include some kind of sense that Catholicism, no matter how
flawed . . . is a locus of truth.”

Sara Maitland (1950-) (Collegium R’97), a Catholic convert
who moved toward faith as an adult after years in the feminist
movement and who blends them in prose that is part of what
she describes as a “repositioning of my relationship to authority” (81), in Crowe’s words, “retains her passionate commit-

Carole Sargent, Georgetown University
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Sandra M. Estanek, Robert S. Meyer,
Laura A. Wankel and Edward P.
Wright, editors.

George W. Traub, SJ

Reading the Signs:
Using Case Studies
to Discuss Student
Life Issues at
Catholic Colleges and
Universities in the
United States

Chicago: Loyola Press, 2008

A Jesuit Education Reader

Jesuits tend to be pretty good at
writing about, and drawing attention to, their ministries. There’s an
old joke that for every one Jesuit
out there doing something great,
three are busy writing about it.
Fr. George Traub, SJ, has done
those of us in Catholic higher education a great service by
drawing together into one source some of the best of the
many articles on Jesuit higher education.

Information Age Publishing, 128 pages, $39.99

For Student Affairs professionals and many other administrators, I’ve long argued that case studies are one of the
very best ways to explore how Catholic identity issues can
be creatively and thoughtfully addressed on campus. The
authors of this volume apparently agreed, having worked up
18 case studies that capture a wide range of situations where
Catholicism and popular expectations conflict in campus
life. The cases are preceded by thoughtful essays on what
questions one might bring to the cases from a mission- and
person-centered point of view, and on how Catholic spirituality might offer some helpful convictions that make Student
Affairs work not only a matter of enforcing rules, but of “conscience formation.”

The collection is grounded in the early history and charism
of the Jesuits, but pays attention to historical and recent developments. Howard Gray and John O’Malley both identify
how early Jesuit life, spirituality, and self-understanding was
built on the experience of Ignatius Loyola. O’Malley’s “How
the First Jesuits Became Involved in Education” is a great
piece.
While Jesuit values and priorities are shaped by a sixteenth
century origin, they are also reshaped or redefined periodically by international General Congregations. It was interesting to see that two documents from the 34th General
Congregation (1995) were included. The collection went to
press before the documents of the 35th General Congregation were available. But I also wondered why nothing of the
famous 32nd G.C. was included. That event, while it likely
underestimated the role of the colleges and universities,
became a pivotal document for its advocacy of the promotion
of social justice. Similarly, something like the original text of
Fr. Arrupe’s “men for others” would have been an important
addition to contextualize other mentions of faith and justice
that pop up throughout the book.

Cases include: a Muslim student association trying to secure
a regular space on campus for prayer, though policy for
student groups usually limits availability of space to much
less than the five times a day the students need it; a student
newspaper that publishes a planned parenthood ad which
has no mention of abortion or birth control; an effort to relax
very strict parietal policies; a group of RAs who demand
birth control access on campus; an administrator who
disbands a GLBT student group following objections from a
new bishop; a discussion about accommodations for transgender students; performances of the Vagina Monologues;
a rock band chosen to perform on campus whose lyrics are
distinctly un-Catholic.

Those are probably minor issues for what is a fine collection.
The articles deal with issues of Jesuit education that presumes the benefit of a pluralistic context, increasing professionalism, and postmodern culture. Yet they are all unafraid
to recognize the particular challenges these can pose, and the
degree that Jesuit schools need to learn their way through
them. A few articles from non-Jesuit-focused sources make
clear that even the Jesuit schools are well-prepared to learn
from others.

The cases sometimes overlap in terms of subject matter,
but are varied in terms of the locus of decision making or
of some key factor that shapes the life and options of the
institution. They usually play out in relatively complex but
recognizable ways, reflecting both career dilemmas faced by
individuals and larger organizational dilemmas. Prominent
alumni threaten to cut off donations, trustees insert strong
opinions, parents write to newspapers or bishops to air grievances, students make competing demands.

The collection includes articles by many faculty with a Collegium connection, including “Collegium, Catholic Identity,
and the Non-Catholic” by Suzanne Matson (F ’93); “Where
Loyalties Lie” by Dominic Balestra (M’04); “Jesuit Sí, Catholic…Not So Sure” by David J. O’Brien (M ’93, ’94, 98, S
’00, ’05); “The Truly Catholic University” and “Liberating
Students—from Paris Hilton, Howard Stern, and Jim Beam,
by Rich Malloy, SJ (F’96); “Wonders to Behold and Skillful
Seeing” by Jody Ziegler (F’97, M’08, board member); and
“Marketing to the Poor by Roshan “Bob” Ahuja (F’93).

Faculty who serve on student affairs or mission committees
will find this to be a great resource to think through some
of the issues facing Catholic higher education. It can enable
us to develop policies and perspectives that are thoughtful,
rather than simply reactive.

The volume also includes the often emulated “Do You Speak
Ignatian?” glossary of terms from Xavier University.

-tml

-tml
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Christian Smith with Melinda Lundquist Denton

Observers of American religion have often described baby
boomers as “a generation of seekers,” religious searchers and
switchers. But no observers looking at this data would find the
vast majority of interviewees here to be seekers or even highly
curious about religion. What small amount of seeking there is,
is a story “of non-Christian teens seeking out Christianity, not
the reverse.” (82)

Soul Searching: The
Religious and Spiritual
Lives of American
Teenagers
Oxford University Press, 2005

Teens know relatively little about religion, but are not very curious to know more. “Whatever” sums up their impression that
one need not know that much about its particulars. Religion
just “is,” or is “just how I was raised.” When they stop attending services, it’s rarely for specific reasons, especially practices
or beliefs: It “just happened.”

It’s probably just a sign of aging that
I find myself increasingly wondering about the lives, priorities, and
interests of my students – not necessarily because of my professional interests as a sociologist, but
because I encounter them in the classroom and begin to feel
some distance that was not present when I started teaching.
One temptation is always to assume that “they’re like I was, and
a variety of my peers were, 25+ years ago.”

While these teens believe that religion has significant moral
and utilitarian value—it helps convince people to do what’s
right—the teens were largely indifferent to any particular intellectual content. They don’t find the adults they encounter to
be hypocritical.

When it comes to religion, if Christian Smith is correct, our
students today differ from my generation in some important
ways that are relevant when we face them in the classroom at
Catholic colleges and universities. I hear colleagues at many
institutions making assumptions about “our students,” and
often know that the assumptions are not empirically merited.
So I know I’m not the only one who’s confused about who the
students are.

While many of my age peers talk a great deal about the distinction between religion and spirituality (“I’m spiritual but not
religious”), the teens interviewed in this study were mystified
by the distinction, and did not own it at all.
Broadly speaking, the teens interviewed are theists. Overwhelmingly they believe that more than one religion is true
(only 19% of Catholic youth thought only one religion was
true, compared to 26% of mainline Protestants and 46% of conservative Protestants. Only 43% of Catholics here thought it
was “okay for religious people to try to convert others,” a number about half way between the number of mainline Protestants
(58%) and “no religion” respondents (32%). They were more
likely to favor the right to “pick and choose” religious beliefs
than all other Christians.

Smith directs the National Study of Youth and Religion, a large,
sophisticated study that set out to understand teen and young
adults’ religious worlds. This volume, the project’s first, covers
teens 13-17 years old. It suggests that our teens, when they arrive as first year students, are like us and not. Not like us, if we
imagine back and see teens as naturally rebellious against their
parents, experimenting and trying new religions and practices
to distinguish themselves from their parents’ beliefs and to
develop their own identity. “Very few are restless, alienated,
or rebellious.” (120) Like us, in that they tend to be extremely
accepting of their parents’ religious views of the world.

Other outcomes may surprise some readers: “Teens with more
highly educated parents are more likely than teens with less
educated parents to be religiously devoted.” And “White teens
are more likely than black or Hispanic teens to be religiously
devoted.” (111). Only 41% of the Catholic teens have been
confirmed (or baptized as adults) – fewer than Protestants (5359%) and Mormons (79%) or Jews (bar/bat mitvahed, 73%).

“Only 6 percent of teens consider their religious beliefs very
different from that of their mother and 11 percent very different
from that of their father… Fully 37 percent of teens whose
religious beliefs are very different from their mother’s and
45percent whose beliefs are very different from their fathers
report on another question that their own religious faith is very
or extremely important to them in their daily lives.” (34-35)

So what more do I think I know about my students now? If
our entering students seem very conventional in their religious
faith, like they “need to be stirred up a bit,” it doesn’t seem that
this is because they know too much about it or have been fully
immersed in it. It’s often because they lack much knowledge of
it – there’s not much to rebel against. I’m not sure I understand
them so much still. I would like to see them learn enough
about a faith to have reason to decide to keep or abandon it.

One interesting difference is that Catholics were least likely
of all groups to describe their faith as “very similar” to their
parents, skewing instead towards “somewhat similar” or
“somewhat different.” They aren’t leaving at that age in large
numbers, but they do see themselves as somehow different.
Despite what writers like Diana Eck have written about the explosion of religious pluralism in America, Smith finds that children from minority and non-Western religions are surprisingly
likely to become Christian. 57% of students raised in such
households ascribe to their parents’ particular tradition. And
only 63% of children of non-religious parents describe themselves as non-religious. American religious patterns seem more
centripetal and homogenizing (see below) than centrifugal.
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Help Shape Collegium News!
Do you have any ideas about contributions you’d like to make to Collegium News? Are
you willing to help with Book Reviews?
Please let us know if there are articles you would be interested in contributing, or subject
areas where you could review books relevant to Collegium’s readership and mission.
email Tom or Joyce at collegium@holycross.edu if you can help.
Many thanks!
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